QUICKLY EXTEND YOUR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY

Partner with QAT Global to expand your global footprint and integrate talented global engineers into projects that are “time-boxed,” require specific market or technology expertise, or would benefit from a stable team so you can make updates to existing applications and bring new, quality software products to market quickly and cost-effectively.

High Value. Scalable. Sustainable.

Contemplating extending your software development capacity with a dedicated team of talented software engineers in the long-term? Get a proven outsourcing solution with QAT Global’s development resources in the US, Costa Rica, or Brazil.

LET’S TALK

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

When scope, specification and implementation plans of a development project are reasonably well defined, a Dedicated Software Development Team engagement model becomes an attractive option for extending your development capacity. With our Software Development Teams, you can quickly extend your software development capacity and capabilities at a high value, scalable, sustainable basis through resources located in our development centers in the US, Costa Rica, or Brazil.

Under this model, QAT Global enables clients to reduce overall development expenses by optimizing key resources, project, and best location parameters. Each project team includes QAT Global’s Enterprise Development Framework, a delivery manager, and the equipment and infrastructure necessary to deliver on time with maximum efficiency and value.

Benefits

- A cohesive team of software developers aligned with your goals and culture
- The team is focused exclusively on your project and goals
- Decreased overall development costs and time to market
- Improve project ROI
- Access to a greater pool of top development talent and skill sets
- Internal resources can be freed up to focus on other projects

Use Cases

- Complex projects requiring a dedicated, skilled team for new development and updates long-term
- Development needs are outpacing desired business expansion
- You need to improve development cost efficiency
- Your available talent pool is limited or competition for new skilled resources is high
- You need to outsource development as an IT function since it is not a core business capability